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The SU-57 is a Soviet self-propelled anti-aircraft gun, armed with two 57 mm autocannons. It was the first
Soviet mass produced tracked self-propelled ant-aircraft gun. In the USSR it had the unofficial

nicknameSparka", meaning "pair", referring to the twin autocannon with which the vehicle is armed.This
album of detailed photographs is invaluable for the modeller or enthusiast alike.About the SeriesThis is a
classic series of highly illustrated books on the best machines of war, with several hundred photographs of
each aircraft or vehicle. With close-up views of the key features of each machine, including its variations,
markings and modifications, customising and creating a model has never been easier. Includes extra features

such as decals and masking foil.

The M3 halftrack with 57mm. Artillery was needed to support the infantry as well as armored divisions.
Topshots 45.

57Mm Autocannon

It was the first Soviet mass produced tracked selfpropelled antaircraft gun. SU57 Su57 or Su57 may refer to
T48 Gun Motor Carriage a selfpropelled antitank gun Sukhoi Su57 a multirole. 11045 Su57 Grzegorz

Okoski149 photosPoster . Includes free decals and masking foil Packed with color photos. In the USSR it had
the unofficial nickname Sparka meaning pair referring to the twin auto cannon with which the vehicle is

armed. More about the Kliment Voroshilov tank tank. In 1942 the British created a 95mm howitzer intended
for this purpose. Miniatures are supplied unpainted and may require assembly.The Soviet GAZAAA truck

proved to be a robust and reliable design that served the Soviets in a variety of roles. Selfpropelled guns were
used during World War II to fight enemy tanks provide tanks and infantry with accompanying fire to destroy
and neutralize enemy manpower and fire weapons and destroy enemy defensive structures. SU1 76 mm

selfpropelled Assault Gun. service was called SU57 Samokhodnaya ustanovka 57 Selfpropelled gun 57 and.
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